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124th FIERACAVALLI SCHEDULED IN VERONA 3-6 NOVEMBER 2022.  

The international equestrian event is ready to get going again with great events, with sport such as the 
twenty-first Longines FEI Show Jumping World CupTM, spectacle with the evening Gala and sustainability as 
the leitmotif of all collateral initiatives.  

Verona. 19 July 2022 - Fieracavalli  - now at its 124th edition - will resume its original four-day format 3-6 
November 2022 at Veronafiere, with an impressive programme of events, exhibitions, conferences and 
social projects, all inspired by sustainability.  

"Close Together" is the claim for Fieracavalli 2022 as it confirms its status as the landmark event for its 
international community, where passion for horses meets business, sport, lifestyle, entertainment, local 
areas and digital innovation.  

A perfect compendium capable of involving everyone in every possible way: companies, operators and 
experts, athletes, slow tourism lovers and families. This is because Fieracavalli is the only exhibition that 
represents and promotes every aspect of the equestrian value chain.  

The first innovation news this year is the stronger than ever partnership with Scuderia 1918, the international 
team that now becomes the main sponsor of the Show. joining the leadership status of an event capable of 
speaking to the entire community of equestrian enthusiasts. Scuderia 1918 is planning many initiatives for 
the coming edition of Fieracavalli and has always been a promoter of innovations: the first metaverse 
dedicated to the equestrian world launched in Verona in 2021, as well as the first team competition - Top 
Team - which has already involved riders of the calibre of Lorenzo De Luca, Jessica Springsteen and Kevin 
Staut.  

The bond with FISE is stronger than ever and will see the sports schedule expand between 2022 and 2023, 
while the venue for the finals of the two national show jumping circuits remains is confirmed: the 124x124 
event and the Italian Champions Tour will be staged in Hall 8, itself home to the most eagerly-awaited event 
- the twenty-first Longines FEI Show Jumping World Cup™, which resumes its original number of riders in 
the line-up. 

In keeping with tradition, major space will also be given to breeds: Halls 2, 9 and 10 focus on Arabian, Friesian, 
Criollo and Iberian horses - as well as Italian breeds. Two entire halls (11 and 12) will showcase American 
horses and the Westernshow, that this year hosts the queen of Stars and Stripes disciplines with the 
'Getting Started in Reining' Trophy promoted by FISE, together with Barrel Racing and the (American 
Quarter Horse aptitude trials coordinated by AIQH. When the sun goes down, the Westernshow transforms 
itself into a huge saloon: an opportunity for fun and entertainment for all lovers of the Old West.  

Fieracavalli has been committed for many years to promoting the role of horses as a vehicle for sustainability, 
social inclusion, local areas, slow tourism and bringing new generations closer to the equestrian world.  

Veronafiere has implemented many initiatives to give voice and visibility to numerous projects that have 
horses as their focal point. From work in the stable as a way to achieve social reintegration for inmates and 
ex-inmates, to projects involving horse therapy for children with autism spectrum in collaboration with the 
ASD Horse Valley and "The Changing Journey, ideas for  sustainable tourism". The latter takes stock of the 
sustainable future of society and the equestrian sector. Not to mention in-depth control and awareness work 
to promote respect for horses through the code of ethics shared with all exhibitors attending the show, the 
impressive space dedicated to the Horse Friendly Arena  and its daily demonstrations and, finally, the evening 
Gala.  
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The Family Area in Hall 1 will encourage children and newcomers to develop relationships and respect for 
horses. This recreational-educational area and further expanded this year with various animations; the 
traditional "Saddle Christening" promotes an initial approach to horses while also explaining their main 
morphological-aptitude characteristics.  

Sustainability is precisely the theme also guiding gastronomy proposals - coming forward as a journey along 
Italy from North to South, through "aware catering" focusing on PDO, IGP and DOCG marks to highlight the 
infinite variety of agro-foods used in Italian cuisine, not the least as a way of connecting Italian horse breeds 
with their places of origin and the excellent food that can be enjoyed at Fieracavalli.  

Boasting 124 years of history, the traditional annual event for lovers of the equestrian world welcomes you 
to Verona 3-6 November.  

www.fieracavalli.it 

 


